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Killer Joe
It's a comedy. A very very black indeed comedy, but a comedy nonetheless. I laughed a lot. I also
squirmed a lot too. For Killer Joe is one of the most uncomfortable films I have sat through in a very
long time.
Killer Joe (2011) - IMDb
Killer Joe is a 2011 American Southern Gothic black comedy crime film directed by William Friedkin.
The screenplay by Tracy Letts is based on his 1993 play of the same name.
Killer Joe (film) - Wikipedia
Killer Joe Critics Consensus. Violent, darkly comic, and full of strong performances, Killer Joe proves
William Friedkin hasn't lost his touch, even if the plot may be too lurid for some.
Killer Joe (2012) - Rotten Tomatoes
Killer Joe . Orlando Bloom (The Lord of the Rings trilogy, The Hobbit trilogy, the Pirates of the
Caribbean series) stars as a cop who moonlights as a killer-for-hire in the multi-award-winning Tracy
Letts' blackly comic thriller, Killer Joe.
Killer Joe - Trafalgar Studios - ATG Tickets
Tracy Letts’ black comedy Killer Joe follows The Smith family who plot to murder a wealthy
matriarch and claim her insurance money. They hire Joe Cooper, a detective who doubles up as a
part-time hitman, to go through with the job, but the plan takes a turn when Killer Joe meets the
family’s innocent daughter.
Killer Joe Tickets | Trafalgar Studio One | LondonTheatre ...
The latest Tweets from Killer Joe (@KillerJoePlay). Orlando Bloom stars in Tracy Letts’ blackly comic
thriller #KillerJoePlay Directed by Simon Evans. 18 May - 18 Aug @TrafStudios. London, England
Killer Joe (@KillerJoePlay) | Twitter
The dissolute Smith family are searching for a hitman to murder their estranged matriarch for her
insurance money. Joe Cooper, a police detective and part-time contract killer otherwise known as
Killer Joe, takes on the challenge.
Killer Joe | Encore Tickets
The star hopes his new stage role will give him a more "dynamic, dark and interesting" image.
Killer Joe: Why Orlando Bloom wanted to play a misogynist ...
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